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'IN g'ivingl our editorial epi-

-

taph to the world, or to
tl-that portion of it which
reads the TECH, we will

try to be brief and express our proper emo-

A-;g =;

7

:)

tions of sorrow and our
resignation at our readers'

bereavement as simply as
is consistent. We know
that epitaphs are of interest only to special

friends of the departed, and we are aware thlat

the editorial epitaph is generally interesting to
the writer alone.
With this number, volume two of the paper
is completed, and the work of the present editorial board ends. VWith the departure of '83
firom the scientific shades of our institution a

majority of the board mu-t cap their stylographs
.and wash the ink from their fingers for the last
time.

We are sorry to leave, and yet we are glad
to go.
From the busy world of the future each may
at times look back and wish for the good old
days again; but when the thought comes of the
nights, and of the required editorial to be
written after an evening's wrestle with mechanics, or of that humorous and interestinog
article due on the morrow and the clock striking
twelve, then will each rejoice that the past is
behind, and that the present calls not for such
amusemenlts.

With the success of the paper during the year
we think the board imay be satisfied, if niot congrvatulated. It wotld be of little use to now
detail the plans and desires of the editors when
they began the work. If these plans have been
successfilly carried out our fiiends have already
seen the results, if they have not been successful we had better not speak of them.
To the succeeding board we extend our most
hearty greeting and offer the members our best
wishes for their success with the coming, volume.
To our friends, and in this term we hope we
cau include all our readers, we tender our last
farewell and our parting words of wisdom,
SUBSCRIBE FOR VOLUME III."

THE

ii

Rogers memorial tablet is now finished

in the clay, and is ready to be shown to
students at Mr. Bartlett's studio, in rear of the
ii
The plasi Terra Cotta Works, Federal Street.
ter cast will shortly be taken, and the materials
shipped to Paris for the casting. If no unforeseen accident happens, the tablet will be returned
before two months, and before the opening of
the next school year will be in position on the
wall of the entrance hall of the present building,
where it is the desire of the committee to- have
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The sculptor, Mr. Bartlett, has
it placed.
worked industriously and successfully on the
tablet, and( is much interested in its early completion. The work of the committee now consists in collecting the subscriptions which have
been tendered by members of the'various classes.
The end of the term is very near, and it is imperative that the amounts subscribed should ibe
paid as soon as possible. At least $350 or $400
should be raised, and, if subscriptions are paid,
the committee will be able to complete arrangements immediately, and have the tablet in position as above stated. All who have not yet subscribed, or who have not lpaid their subscriptions,
are invited to do so at once to the member of
the committee from their own class.

ITH the publication of the present number '83's hold upon THE TECH ceases, and
soon those who were foremost in starting the
paper, and who have been most diligent in its
behalf, since the first issue, will depart never
more to hold official connection with it. In
many ways they may be proud of themselves as
a class, for although it must be acknowledged
that '83 has not produced any great mathematical or scientific wonder, yet to no other class do
we owe so much for the change for the better
in the social life at the Institute, something
which, until the last few years, has been entirely
lacking. THE TE.cf, the Athletic Club, 2.MI.E.,
the V. L., 2 G., and the Minstrel, all attest the
truth of this statement, and we feel confident
that when the men of '83 launch out upon the
world, with degrees or without degrees, that
with them will go the best wishes of all those
orgagnizations for which they have done so
much.
W

O

account of the
examinations and
the editors have found
publication day of the
week.

77C
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press of work due to
the closing of the term,
it necessary to delay the
present number for one

__
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Dr. Jacob Bigelow.

DR.

JACOB BIGELOW, whose life forms

the subject of the third sketch in this
series, was, durinlg his lifetime, so well known
in the community, and,-at the time of his
death, was the recipient of so many biographical notices, as well as of complete memoirs by
members of the Massachusetts Historical Society and the American Academy of' Arts and
Sciences, that it would appear almost preposterous to attempt to add anything to the accounts already before the public. His early
and close connection with the Institute of Technology, and his profound interest in its establishment and development, will, however, it is
hoped, enlist the attention of the readers of this
paper to the present sketch.
Dr. Bigelow was born in Sudbury, Mass.,
Feb. 27, 1787. His boyhood was spent in
attending a countrty school, and in the labors
and amusements of country life. Very early
he developed a great ingenuity in mechanical
contrivances, and was fond of puzzling himself
with speculttions upon natural objects.
With but slender means at his disposal, the
expenses of his college life were eked out, as
was then t he custom with many students,
by teaching country schools during the winter
vacations. His college life offered him opportunities, of which he made the most. During
the four years at Harvard he joined nearly all
the clubs and societies existing at that time.
Of these he says: "I was enrolled among the
members of different, and sometimes opposite,
institutions, - a Theological Society, which wnas
very good, and a Porcellian Club, which was
very bad; a Phi Beta Kappa Society, intended
to be composed of the best scholars, aned a
'Navy'. Club, which was above suspicion as
containing the worst."
He graduated with the "poem" at Coinmence ment in 1806.
In 1810 he took his medical degree at the
University of Pennsylvania.
His first literary attempts were medical essalys
in competition for the Boylston prizes, three of
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which he gained in the years 1811 and 1812.
From this time until 1825 he published a number of valuable medical and botanical works,
and established himself as an authority upon
these subjects.
In 1825 Dr. Bigelow gave the first impulse
to the great movement for the introduction of
suburban cemeteries, which first found fulfilment ill the creationl of the cemetery of Mount
Aulurn in 1831, which has been the pattern
after which have been modelled a great nllumler
of similar institutions in the neighborhood of all
our chief cities and towns. It is hlrd to overrate the importance of this great innovation on
the time-honored custom of close-packed tombs,
which was fiast becoming a nuisance to public

I

health and an offence to the common feelings of
humanity. Dr. Bigelow was for more than
twventy years the president of the corporation,
and also furnished the designs for the fence and
gateway, for the chapel and tower, and strongly
advocated the erection of the massive Sphinx
whvich now overllooks and seemingly gai;irds
this beautiful burial garden.
In 182.9 Dr. Bigelow published the " Elements
of Technology," a treatise on the applicationl of
the sciences to the usefu l arts.
From this
treatise Dr. Bigelow has generally been regarded as the author of the word " Technology"; and Worcester, in his Dictionary, gives
him as authority for its use and definition; but
in the advertisement of his volume Dr. Bigelow
says: " I have adopted the general name of
technology,

TECH.

a word

sufficiently

expressive,

which is found in some of the older diction,iries, and is beginning to be revived in the
literature of practical men at the present day."
In 1835 was delivered the well-known discourse on " Self-limited Diseases " of which Dr.

Holmes says: tt This remiarkable essay has
prolbably had more influence on medical practice
in Atmerica than any similar brief treatise, we
might say than ally work, ever published in
this country"

The last of the great public services performed by Dr. Bigelow was in the bold posi-

I
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tion assumed by him in the cause of education,
claiming that the classical languages should
cease to be the exclusive or chief tests of a
liberal training. Prof. W. P. Atkinson had riecently c-illed attention to the sttte of education,
especially as it regarded the classics and scientific studies in the great schools of England.
Dr. Bigelow referred to this as a convincing
exposition of the state of education in these
institutions, and in two admirable and energetic.
essays "On thl Limits of Education," and " On

Classical anld.Utilitarian Studies," the first
before the Society of Arts, in 1865, and the
second before the American Academy of Arts
and Sciencies, in 1866, he defended his attitude

in regard to the sulordinrate position which the
classical studies must hold in the liberal education of the future, and made a practical appli-

cation of the facts given by Prof. Atkinson to
the condition of things among ourselves.
Dr. Bigelow w'as one of the first whose attention was called to the proposition to reserve

lands by the State, upon the newly made area
of the Back Bay, for the establishment of a

i

¢,

number of educational institutions. While he
tookl great interest in all the prolosed institu-

tions, his practical mind immediately led him
to esp)ecially fivor the Institute of Technology.
Very early he siluggested( the reservation of a

;r
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tract of land, much larger than that needed

for the buildings themselves. He foresaw the
effect which these institutions would have in
enhmancing the value, not only of the adjacent
1lnds, but of the whole district, comprising
more than four hundred acres. He enlte ed a
vigorous plea to induce the Legislature to secure
a large tract, of at least twenty acres, which
would soon increase immensely in value and
give a great profit over cost of filling, and thus
a large sunm could be obtlined for the erection
of buildings, and for aid to education in many
ways. Had his foresight been appreciated and
acted upon, many thousand dollar. would have
been realized to the Institute without costingZ,
the State a single dollar.
The tardiness of the Legislature in granting
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the land for the new institution did not dis- I to leave his bed, and was further afflicted with
couirlge him. For four years only rebuffs and total blindness.
Despite these afflictions he
delays were encountered, but each year when continued cheerfiul till the last, and maintained
the subject came up he was the first to say, an active interest in the doings of the world,
' Renew the application."
and especially in the gratifying development of
During these four years much vexatious op- his favorite institution, for which he h id labored
position was encountered from various sources. hard and successfiully, the M.assachusetts InstiThe jealousy of a neighboring institution in see- tute of Technology.
ing a school established of a character such as
to seriously interfere with some of her own deThe Manufacture of Hair-Cloth.
partlnents was not the least of these oppositions.
Politicians and men of narrow views were aroused
HE problem of inventing a machine for
and arrayed against the plan, and even a promwe:aving hair-cloth was one of the most
inent member of the State Board of Education difficult among the various problems encouninaugurated a formidable opposition on the plea tered in the modern application of the power
that the project, if carried out, would seriously loom. A peculiarity of the material, which for
interfere with the common schools, a plea that a long time puzzled inventors, is that it cannot
appears to-day as strange as it is absurd.
be spliced into a continuous thread, so as to be
Despite these opponents Dr. Bigelow con- carried back and forth by a shuttle, but each
tinued among the foremost to press the claims hair must be used of its natural length. For
of the Institute, and none were more delighted the salle reason, long pieces of cloth are not
than he when the grant was at last made.
made entirely of hair, but have u-ually a cotton
At an early meeting of the Society of Arts, or linen warp, while the hair is used only for
just before taking possession of the present the weft, the width of the fabric being limited
building, he delivered the address before men- by the length of a hair. The common hair-cloth
tioned, on the " Limits of Education." His in- used for covering furniture has a cotton warp,
terest in the Institute continued unabated, and, I and is so woven that each hair passes alternately
until the infirmities of age caused him to give over four or more threads and under one, so
up public duties, he was a constant attendant at that the hair shows principally on the right side
all meetings of the government.
of the fabric, and the cotton on the wrong side.
His high hopes of the future of the Institute
The hair used comes from horses' tails, and
often caused him to speak of it with enthusiasm, varies in length, that from tile tails of some Rusinspiring all who heard him with faith in its sian horses being forty inches long, and of great
ultimate success.
evenness, elasticity, and gloss.
With such men to found and guard the early
The only cloth made entirely of hair is used
years of the institution, there is little cause for for the bottoms of sieves. In Anatolia and
surprise at the success already attained and the Roumelia, however, horse hair is twisted into a
widening prospects for its future.
coarse yarn, and woven into sacking.
For sixty-seven years Dr. Bigelow was a
The old method of weaving hair-cloth on a
member of the American Academy of Arts and hand loom required two persons, a weaver and
Sciences, and from 1847 to 1863 he was its an assistant, or t server," who was generally a
president. He was an active and efficient mem- child The weaver used a sort of hooked shutber of the Massachusetts Historical Society and tle, which he passed between the threads of the
of other learned bodies.
warp toward his left hand. The server's duty
For several years preceding his death, which was to pick the hairs out of the bunch, tie a
took place on January 10, 1879, he was unable loop in the end of each, and place them one at
I
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a time over the end of the hook, which the weaver then drew through the cloth.
Last summer the writer visited the factory of
the Pawtucket Hair-Cloth Company, which is a
large and substantial brick building on the banks
of the Blackstone River, whence wvater-power is
obtained to run four hundred and fifty looms,
each producing six yards of hair-cloth per day.
As soon as the hair is received it is sorted,
and hairs of the same length are placed together
in lunclles varying by an inch at a time from
sixteen to forty inches in length, thus providing
for twenty-five different widths of cloth, from
twelve to thirty-six inches wide. The shorter
lengths are sold to brush makers. Most of the
hair is dyed black, but some is left of its natural
color, and mnakes gray hair-cloth.
The loom is auto-

matic, requiring only
to be supplied with a
new bunch of hair
whenever-one is used
up, so thatonegirl can
easily attend to ten
A looms. The other employes in the weaving
room are the section
hands and the " needle
fixers."
The success of the
loom depends upon two exceedingly ingenious
devices, one for picking a single hair out of the
bunch, thus performing the functions of the
tt server," and another by which the further operations of weaving are made to depend upon this
hair being picked up and properly drawn through
the warp.
Above one end of the bunch of hair, which
lies horizontally in the machine, is placed a device whose action resembles very much that of
the human thumb and finger. Its principle kvilI
be understood from the accompanying enlarged
sketch. A curved steel arm a is pivoted at b
to a plate, fi'om which there projects a straight
steel wire c, called a needle, which has in its
lower end a minute notch just large enough to

TECIH.
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admit a single hair and no more. These form
a pair of nippers, which are pushed down, while
open, into the buich of hair and brought together, the bunch being moved slightly back
and forth, so as to bring different portions of it
under the needle. The ends of some of the hairs
are slid or rolled between the jaws a and c, and
a single hair is caught in the notch, where it is
held by the piece a. The machine can pick only
one hair from the bunch at a time, because the
notch is not large ellough to admit more. Sometimes, however, it fails to get hold of any, in
which case it instantly comes down and tries
agtin, making three attempts to pick up a hair
while the lay is beating up; but as soon as it
succeeds ill getting one, the hair itself, in being
drawn tip from the bunch, presses against a wire,
and thus, by suitable connections, prevents the
needle from returning to make another attempt.
In these looms the ordinary shuttle is replaced
by a long, wooden rod provided at one end with
nippers, which take hold of the hair after the
needle has drawn the end of it up from the
bunch and pull it through the warp. If, as occasionally happens, the needle has missed in
all three of its attempts to pick iup a hair, it
cannot of course deliver any to these nippers,
and, consequently, none is drawn through the
warp. In this case a wire, which is ordinarily
supported by resting on the hair, falls, and
thus throws out of gear the mechanism for
actuating the harnesses and the take-up. Thus,
though the motions of pulling through the weft
go on, the take-up and
and beating up .always
the harness motion act only in case a hair is
actually drawn through. This device insures
that any failure of the needle to pick up a hair
can never cause a fault in the cloth. After
the weaving, is done the projecting ends of the
hairs are trimmed off, and the cloth is finished
The
by pressing between hot iron phlates.
writer came away from the Pawtucket HairCloth Mill impressed with the idea that no
problem in machine design is too difficult to be
solved by well-directed and patient study.
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Now he was
favors and fill many offices.
accustomed at times to appoint a number of
his people to the same position, and when they
came to consult him he would dismiss them
with an excuse; so that people began more
greatly to murmur-and to worry much concerning the "next year"

Fragment of. Cicylonian History.

AND it came to pass in thereign of the " Great
Kin,
L

" that a new prince was appointed to

rule over the people of Cicylon:a; the name of
this prince was Disorder, which is called in the
Although
Cicylonian l.nguage No System.
this prince had come from a foreign country;
and was clad in the rigidly simple dress of his
native land, yet so pleasing was his manner
that the people, being called together after
much delay, received him kindly.
He promised them with an eloquent tongue
that their lands, their cattle, and their goods
should increase. that their crops should be
abundant, and that they, being successfiul in
war, should rule over the neighboring tribes and
become the best in the land.
The first year, however, passed away and
brought no crops, no cattle, and no lands. and

U

In the third year of his reign it came to
pass -

The Tech Dinner.
A S the warm sunshine of Indian summer
precedes the chilling blasts of winter, so
came THE TEcI dinner before the dreary annuals.
While, without, the gloomy and oppressive
shadow of the old building fell like a pall over
the Brunswick, within were assembled the officers of THE TFCH, comprising the wealth and
beauty of the Institute, together with the advertising agent.
An ordinary observer might suppose this assemblage to be nothing more than a meeting of
bank directors or a railroad syndicate, so modest
and unostentationas were the l)reparations. Here
the portly sporting editor was talking earnestly
with a florid director in "retartd to a slight
deficiency on the Senior ball, and there a sinister eyed director was leering smiles on the
Freshman editor to whom he was trying to explain something that evidently came hard. A
tall, nervous gentleman, with a real mustache
and retreating hair, whose commanding pres-

the people began to murmur among themselves
And it came to pass in the second year of
his reign that the prince called the people together and commanded them to prepare their
fields and to sow them with corn. And the people did as they were commanded; but before the

corn was all sown the prince came again and
commanded them to cease sowing and to gather

up the corn and restore it to their storehouses,
and to sow their fields with wheat. For four
days the people labored as they were told, and
on the fifth, just as night was approaching,
the last of the corn was taken from the ground
and the people returned to their dwellings.
In the eleventh hour of the night the prince,
walking, alone in the streets, as was hi. custom,
met one of his subjects and commanded him to
sow barley in his field. The following day the
people went forth to sow, - this man with
barley and the others with wheat.
When this became known to the prince he
was exceeding wroth because all had not
sown barley. After this he shut himself up
and was not seen for many days. And when
the people complained of his procrastination he

ence and elegant deportment marked him as a

finance with a pale,
leading spirit, was talkingl
careworn director, while in close proximity the
handsome editor-in-chief, amid a group of
menials, toyed with his mustache and smiled a
genteel, seven-words-to-the-line smile as ?he
end man reeled off a minstrel squib or laboratory local from his imagination.
But now the portals beyond the hall swung
on their well-greased hinges and revealed aL

tempting vista beyond the gates ajar.
The

comforted them by answering, " next year."

The prince had it in his power to grant many

I

I

company filed

into the dining-room

with an immaterial-whether-I-go-or-not air, and
as soon as it was ascertained that no detectives
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in citizens' clothes were present, the president
of the board stole quickly into his chair, and
with a graceful wave of the hand began the
ceremony.

Then it was noticed that there was a vacant
place and that the ministerial secretary was
absent. It was explained that his health was
unequal to the pressure of Senior balls, minstrel
entertainments, and other debauches, hence his
non-appearance.
Resolutions of regret were
passed, and a large plate of corned beef laid
aside for him. The dinner itself was a sample
of the skilful cooking and excellent service
which characterize the Brunswick. (See advertisement in another column.)
While the
courses were being served the reporter was
engaged in some original investigation which
would be of little interest to the general reader,
- and at this point we deem it advisable to introduce our hero. Mr. Leonard arose, and in a
few words (five, as we remember) introduced
Mr. Chase as rex convivii.

In entering upon his duties, Mr. Chase, in a
most fitting sentiment, proposed the memory
of Professor Rogers, after which the following
toasts were responded to:"THE TECH," Mr. Leonard.

" The College Precss," Mr. Little.
" The Architects," Mr. Eppendorff.
"The Mechllaicals," Mr. Gale.
" The Civils," Mr. French.
"The Electricals," Mr. Litchfield.
"The Miners," Mr. Tenney.
"The Gymnasium Committee," Mr. Bunce.
"The Freshmen," Mr. Gaimwell.
C. C. M. I1. T.," Mr. Locke.
"Athletics," Mr. Robinson.
"The Ladies," Mr. Smith.
" Our Advertisers," Mr. Hardon.
The speeches were received with lmuch [applause] and [laughter], except in the case of
Mr. Gale, who held his audience spell-bound
while he dragged mythical heroes from antiquity and introduced them as hard-working mechanicals.
Mr. Chase introduced the toasts very happily,

and when he proposed "The Miners," whose
creed is 1st Hen, 2d Len, 3d Ten, one member
was so affected that he accidentally drank the
toast in vinegar'. The remarks of the exchange
editor, in which he compared THE TECH to other

college papers, were extremely interesting and
reassuring. When the advertising agent arose,
and prefaced his remarks by a slight tremor of
that red eyelid, it was evident that he had something to say, and it will take long years to efface from our minds the memory of that nervous Choaterian eloquence as he held the floor
amid a stormn of napkins.
The wisdom of the toast-master in giving this
speech the last place now became apparent.
The company immediately began to disperse.
The reporter glanced at the drooping eyelid,
and, seeing that it indicated twelve o'clock,
hastened away to revise his notes for the morning edition. As he passed through the hall, he
caught these momentous words from the lips of
the irrepressible dude, "Isn't this my coat?
Well, that proves it."

'83 Class Dinner.
URING her four years' course at the Institute, '83 has not been backward in entering heartily and actively into the continuance
of time-honored customs and the establishinent
of new projects which have taken hold upon the
interests of the students.
Throughout the
course the class purse-strings have been
loosely tied, and on all occasions her members
have been found ready to subscribe to worthy
objects, and to spend their money and time
that others as well as themselves, and sometimes to the exclusion of themselves, should
gain enjoyment. It is therefore with especial
pleasure that we chronicle the event of the first
- and the last'. class dinner; for '83 has preferred to spend her money for other objects,
and only regale herself with a single banquet.
But the success of this affair and the pleasure
enjoyed by all who took part bring out clearly
the fact that had the class seen fit to have had
its annual dinners, as many other classes have
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done, the occasions- would have given no little
pleasure to the classmen and would have been
remembered long afterward.
On Wednesday evening last, four fifths of the
class of '83 met at eight o'clock in one of the
pleasant dining-rooms at Young's Hotel, and sat
down to a sumptuous repast with all the delicacies in and out of season.
After a thorough discussion of the viands, enlivened by general jollity all around the table,
Mr. Leonard, toast-master of the evening, proposed a series of toasts, which was responded
to by appropriate members of the class in
speeches which were at least resplendent with
that soul of wit - brevity. After a thorough
toasting of all the subjects, including the usual
slight broiling of some of the honored Faculty,
the evening was concluded by a number of
songs by Messrs. Tenny, Mansfield, Kerr, Leonard, and others. The party broke up about
twelve o'clock, and adjourned to the open air
where our amateur astronomer explained the
curious natural phenomenon of a double moon,
by referring to the well-known sun-dogs.

Z. X. Dinner.

HE first annual dinner of the X. X. Society,
9. chapter, was held with great success
on Thursday May 10, at Young's Hotel.
There were twelve members present. Mr.
Chapman was elected toast-master, and the followillg toasts were given:"President and Vice-President," responded
to by Mr. Baldwin.
"Our Alma Mater," responded to by Mr.
Pierce.
Absent Members," responded to by Mr.
Harrimano
"Ladies," responded to by Mr. T. C.
Du Pont.
"'83," by Mr. Bardwell.
"'84," by Mr. Du Pont.
"'85," by Mr. Chapman.
t '86," by Mr. Percy.
As it had been decided that the speeches
e.

TECH.
should be limited to sixty seconds each, the
table was kept in very good-humour.
Mr. Chapman then gave a recitation, and the
sonlgs "Sailing" and "While Standing in the
Gut-tar," were sung by Messrs. Pierce and
Boss. A business meeting was then held, and
the officers for the coming year elected. Mr.
H. F. Ba!dwin was elected presidenlt.
C. C. M. I. T.
THE annual prize drill of the Cadets took
place in the lalrge hall of the Mechanics'
builditg last Saltujrda aftelrnoon, and was witnessed hy a large and attentive audience, consistilng mostly of young people.
At two o'clock line was firmed, and the battalion reviewed by Gen. Walker. Major Richards then put the battalion throuigh an interesting series of movements, which was followed
liy the drill for company prize, in the following
order: Co. A, Capt. Sidney Williams, Co. B,
Capt. N. G. Robertson, and Co. C, Capt. Frank
L. Locke.
Then came the competitive drill for individual
medals. The squad, consistinglat first of twenty
completitors, was thinned out, first to fourteen,
then to ten, afterwards to four, and finally it
came to a decision between two, as to who
should have the first prize.
The last four men were Sergt. Cobb and
Corp. Pope, of Co. B, and Scrgt. Clifford ;and
Corp. Tucker, of Co. C.
The medals were awarded, the first to Corp.
I. Judson Tucker, of Co. C, and the second to
Sergt. H. E. IH.Clifford, also of Co. C.
The company prize, a handsome white and
blue silk guidon, was awarded to C{ompany C.
The juldges were: Gen. Hobart Moore, Ca1pt.
Charles L. Hovey, 1st Regt., M. V. M., and
Capt. L. N. Duchesney, 9th Regt., M. V. M.
After the drill the Cadets and their friends
devoted themselves for an hour and a half to
very enjoyable dances. Shortly after six the
party broke up, all expressing themselves
well pleased with the afternoon's entertainmnent,
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of the Athletic Club has,
THEafter due consideration,
decided to hold no
managemelit

out-door meeting this spring. From a peculniary standpoint the tformer out-door sports have
been failures, and this fact, due to the impossibility of having the games until after the
annual examinations, and hence after most of
the students have gone home. has principally
influenced the club in this decision. The recgames have been better than
ords of the tforer
the average and worthy of larger audiences
than have graced the meetings. The fiallowing
records made by the club last spring, at Beacon
Park, are Ia fair specimen of the work done:
Putting, the shot, won by Harriman with a record of 31 ft. 9 in. Hundred-yard dash, won
by Du Pont; record, 103 sees. Quarter-mile
run, won by Haines in 57 sees.
The Unionf games are to take place the 26th
of this mouth at the South End Base-Ball
events are open:
Grounds. The following
Hundred-yard dash, handicap (seven yards
limit); running high jump; one-mile walk
(handicapped). Several of the Institute men
have entered.
The Princeton lacrosse team have played four
gamnes this season and received their first defeat
at Harvard last Saturday. They played a
strong game, but Harvard's team showed itself
vastly superior, and well sustained the record
micade recently with the New York University,
by a score of 3 goals to 0.
In the pole vaulting at the class games at
Princeton, May 11, Toler, '85, took first place
with 10 ft. 1 in. ; Harriman, '83, second with
9 ft. 11.; thus beating the college record by 7
and 5 inches respectively.
Three hundred men now belong to the Lacrosse Association at Harvard.
Mr. Barrett L. Chandler, '84, has accepted a
very advantageous situation in the extensive
varnish manufactory of Valentine & Co., New
York City.

Noticeable Articles.
FORTNIGHTLY, for April. - "The European Terror "
(Socialism and Nihilism), and CONTEMPORARY, for

April, "The Progress of Socialism"; both by Emil
de Laveleye, the eminent Belgian writer on politics
and political economy.
FORTNIGHTLY, for April.

--

The Production and

Life of Books," by C. Kegan Paul, a graduate of Oxford, now a London publisher.
" A Tour in the Troad," by Prof. R 'C. Jebb.
CONTEMPORARY,

for April. -- " The Manchester

Ship Canal," by Major-Gen. Hnlaley: a gigantic engineering project.
" Gambetta," by R. W. Dale. " On the evening of
Sunday, Jan. 7, I happened to be preaching to young
nmen, and was protesting against that ignoble conception of human life which attributes to circumstances
an omnipotent power over character, and finds the
chief explanation of human virtue and vice ill our environment. I was telling them that environment
counts for much, but that the personal life which the
environment solicits and provokes into activity counts
for more; that circumstances may reveal and develop
character, but that it is only in the poorest and least
energetic natures that they can be said to create it. In
I illustration of these remarks, 1 spoke of M. Gambetta."
I On the other hand, he says, " His premature death may
have been the result of the tremendous strain upon his
physical strength during the war; but there seems some
reason to believe that his constitution was also seriously
impaired, not by the reckless vices which I believe
were falsely attributed to him, but by the want of
that firm discipline of his physical life, which is no inconsiderable part of morality."
NINETEENTH CENTURY. - " What shall I do with
my Son ?" by Major-Gen. the Ilon. W. Fielding.
Gen. Fielding's account of English education is not
Four or five years spent in obtaincomplimentary, -"
ing sufficient education in classical knowledge to enable
them to translate correctly a Latin and perhaps a
Greek inscription in after years, -the chief acquirements one or two life-long friends, many acquaintances, and considerable practice in cricket, foot-ball, or
rowing.... For all practical purposes, lads learn at
most of our high-class public schools nothing, or next
to nothing, which will enable them to enter direct from
school into the business of life." Dis remedy is agricultural training schools preparatory to organized emigration. A few Institutes of Technology would not
seem to be a bad addition to his prescription.
Mexico "; reQUARTERLY REVIEW, for April. -"
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view of a book entitled "Mexico To-day: a Country
with a Great Future," by T. A. Brocklehurst.
WESTMINSTER REVIEW, for April.- The CarlyleW. P. A.
Emerson Correspondence.
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FAREWELLS and separations are the order
of the hour; old ties are being, broken, not to
be renewed perhaps until. long
we have
ceased to brush the hair so carefully over the
shlining vacancy that by and by will mark the

can be more advantageously given to something
of wider interest. With this explanation we
shall hereafter substitute for the column a department of general college news and comment
ulpon matters which may be interesting to the
college world.
!
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rafter

absence of a crown.

It's the bane of college

life, - and of life in general, for that matter,
this making of friends only to go down to the
train to see them off.
We have carefully examined our exchanges
for precedents to follow ill this trying time, and
from them we discover that it is quite the necessary thing for the retiring editors to wipe their
eyes in public in the final number. We have
gone through the ceremony, and now we put
the rain-gauge with its briny contents away
upon the shelf to take the readitg when we're
more composed.
A movement towards the abolition of the
exchange column has been for some time noticeable among the college press, and it is, we are
convinced, a movement to be encouraged. The
information that the Brunonian has twelve
pages and a brown cover, and is on the whole a

very good sorlt of paper, is not intensely interesting to the majority of readers, and yet the
average exchange columnl is made up of items
not much bet'er or much more interesting to
qanybody except the editors of the paper immediately concerned. When we undertook the
management of the column we believed. that it
had not entirely outlived its usefulness, and that
by containing each time one or two editorials
upon matters of collegiate interest it could be
made a necessary department of the paper.
Now, however, after considerable experience,
we -have been forced to the conclusion that the
space usually devoted to an exchange column

W

CILLIAMS College offers to give $1,500
for new athletic grounds for the students,

provided the alumni will subscribe $1,000 morle.
A blood relation - a tragical tale.
Government pastry - a mint spy.
A Lawn Tennis Association has been formed
at Brown.
FOR MAKING A

HIARVARD MAN.

Take a lump of egotism,
Add a slice of scepticism,
Mix them well together with a '" culchaired '" Boston
drawl;
Add a little Darwinism,
Just a smack of positivism,
And flavor with the essence of unmitigated gall.
-Acta.
A pair of slippers--orange and banana
peels. -Ex.
"David Garrick" is to be produced by the
Princeton Seniors.
A number of Bowdoin Sophomores have left
that college to go to Dartmouth.
The Princeton College Glee Club has just
made a tour as far west as Chicago.
Some of the students of Michigan University
are to give a performance of " I olanthe."
The Freshman crew is thought to be the
fastest of the class crews on a short-distance
pull.-- Harvard-Advocate.
The old proverb, " Where there's a will
there's a way," has been revised to meet the
situation. It now reads, " When there's a bill
we're away."
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-FULL DRESS SHIRTS.
ENGLISH STYLES OF COLLARS.
ENGLISH NECKWEAR, "TECH COLORS."
GOLD, SILVER.AND BUCKHORN
MOUNTED CANES & UMBRELLAS.

SUMMER UNDERWEAR, ALL GRADES.
FINE COTTON HOSE 50 CTS -A PAIR.
ODD DESIGNS IN SCARF PINS.
FULL DRESS Collars, Ties and Studs.
LONDON & PARIS NOVELlIES.

ENGLISH SMOKING JACKETS.
LONG DRESSING GOWNS.
HOUSE AND STUDY COATS.
ENGLISH BATH WRAPS.
BATH TOWELS AND MITTENS.

A most simple and perfect device for holding a dress or
ordinary folded tie in place on a standing collar without the
use of pins or " bad language." It can be adjusted to any tie in
a moment. Mailed on receipt of 10 cents by the inventors and
manufacturers, NOYES BROS., 4 Summer St., Boston, U. S. A.
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HATS,
UMiBRELLAS&
CANES,
. I@~ ~
Especially Adapted to

M EN.

Opposite

THE PATEWITED
CRUSH
HAT
AUG. 27, 1878.

&:

Co.

PREPARATION

EDAL

Awarded at the 14th
Association, Boston.

The Crush Hat
Is correct i" style,

very much lighter,

r. nd by far the mobt
durable hat of its
kin-n;itisasshapely
as a silk hat, aud

Massachlsetts Institute of Technoloo
Is a specialty at CHAUNCY-HALL

ination.

to inaure SUPERItOR
EXCILLENCE is

manufactured

FOR TIE:

There will be no written examination in drill this year, the
prize drill taking the place of
Iboth the written and drill exam-

Exhibition M C. M.

.CCHOOL, ]Boston, Mass., and its re-

on

markable success can be ascertained
from
the Chairman and Secretary of
i
JUSqT RI GHrT.
For RErEPTIoNS, theTHEATRE, PARTIES, WEDDIG%, Ete. i liceman's uniform as a law-suit. II the Faculty of that Institute.
It aims to fit its candidates so
HARRINCTON the Hatter,
thoroughly that they will not be
14 School Street, Boston.
weighted by "conditions" to be
made up after entering, when all
their powers are needed for their
regular work.
Trle School is within two minutes'
All Technology Students will find it
walk of the institute, affording the
igreatly to their advantage to wear the
teachers who are preparing the cans
didates with unequalled opportunities
for consulting the professors.
SECOND DOOR NORTH OF WEST STREET, IThe FINVES FITTING GLOVE Imported. Successful preparation is made
I
also for College and for Business.
"r
rf'm"
'TwN".L
CHAS. H. REED, Sole Boston Agt Chauncy Hall is the oldest and largest
To
ent aiber
icount.N.
26 Temple Place.
private school in Boston.
*P To Students a Liberal Discount. 'q
the premises.
M i'ed free to any
part on receipt of
price-$-7.00.
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JOHN EARLE

&

CO.
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Stock a

always in

Have

CHOICE

ASSORTMENT

OF

FINE

GOODS for your

Selection,

FROM THE BEST FOREIGN AND AMERICAN FABRICS.
FOR
LOANED
SUITS
OCCASIONS.
DRESS
No. 330 Washington Street, up stairs,

BOSTON.

-

-

RICHMOND

JACOB GHERLACI-H,
(Successor to F. Herchenroder)

)attst &

1air ntirnu
No. 54 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON.
St$s

MANUFAaTURER OF

Ventilating or Gossamer WIGS and TOUPEES.
Ladies' Hair Work of every variety.
Hair cut in the neatest style.
-

~

~

~

Children's

-

Columbia Bicycly.
Thousands in use by doetors, lawyers, merchants,
travellers, salesmen, editors,
reporters,etc. Come and see
them at our warerooms, and
learn to ride, or send threecent stamp for our elegant
illustrated cato )gue.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

597 Washington Street

-

BOSTON.

-

A muff is described as a
thing that holds a girl's hand Straighlt
and does n't squeeze it. This
definition is almost correct.
-Ex.
CIGARETTE

r~
_

_

_

BAR HARBOR STYLE.-H-e.

-- "You say that you respect

me greatly, and will learn to
love me; but that, 's just what
you said to my chum when he
She.proposed to you."
"Yes; and you say that you
could never love any girl half
as much as you love me.
That's just what you told my
Cousin Clara last week."-
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Smokers who are willing to pay a

little more for Cigarettes than the price charged
for the ordinary trade Cigarettes will find the
Richmond Straight Cut No. 1 superior to
all others. They are made from the Brightest,
Most Delicately Flavored and Highest Cost Gold
Leaf grown in Virginia, and al e absolutely with.
out adulteration or drugs.
We use the Genuine French Rice Paper of cur
own direct importation, which is made especially
for us, water marked with the name of the brand,
" Richmond Straight Cut No. 1," on each Cigarette, without which none are genuine. Base
imitations of this brand have been put on sale, and
Cigarette smokers are cautioned that this is the
Old and Original brand, and to observe that each
package or box of Richmond Straight Cut Cigar.
ettes bears the signature of ALLEN & GIN.
TElR, lManufacturers, Ri hmond, Va.
Also manufacturers of the Richmond Gem,
Opera Puffs and Little Beauties Cigarettes, and Richmond Gem Curly Cut, Old
Rip Long Cut and Richmond Sti aight Cut
Brands of Smnloklng Tobacco.

Spectator.
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ALLEN & GINTER.
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G(ENTLEMEN'S SHOES ASPECIALTY.
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We ask the attention of Students to our unrivalled assortment of
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Including many that are very stylish, durable and low priced.
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CLARK, ADAMS & CLARK, 65 & 67 Franklin St., Boston.
The only Reliable and Standard Brands of Pure Cigarettes and Tobaccos.
PIONEER CIGARETTE MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA.
1, etc. Pure Tobacco
cleanliness, economy,
and convenience. The soft feeling of the cork between the teeth makes this the most dosirable and
pleasant mouthpiece, besides absorbing the nicotine and rendering a cooling seusation to the smoke. Same
tobacco as the renowned Sweet Caporal Cigarettes, absolutly pure. The Caporal, Caporal &,and
Veteran Cork Mouthpiece Cigarettes are also higlly recommended.
STRAI(GHT-CUT CIGARETTES.This Reliable Br. nd is made from extra fine, selected, prime, mild Golden Virginia Leaf, and is the Finest
Cigarette as to quality, flavor, and worl;manship ever offered for sale. Ask forl Kinney Bros. Straight Cuts. Sold by dealers t}hrouglhout thle world.
CAPORAL, CAPORAL I, SWIEET CAPORAL, AMBASSADOR, ST. JAMES, ST. JAMES
and pure Rice Paper SWEET ('APORAL. - Cork lozcthpiece. - Unsurpassed for

PIAIno
OF ALL MAKERS

For Sale and To Let.
A11 Musical Instructions,

All the N.w Sheet Music,
All kinds of Instruments,

Everytbing Musical,
At the store of

OLIVER DITSON & CO.

An eminent linguist on his
defath-bed regretted that he had
not in his life work confined his
stu(dy to the dative case. Some
of our boys are taking adclvantage
of his experience, and are strictly
confining, their attention to the

feminine gender.--Adelphian.

449 and 451 W.lshington St., Boston.
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"W'. lVEOODY.,

STATIONER.
Class Day and Visiting Cards
A

e ale

Gatflfttere
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LEWANDO'S

FINE CUSTOM SHIRT MAKERS,

Clothing

FRENCH DYE HOUSE,

Manufacturers of the

_A.

Dyed
i
I

Cleansed. I

8&

SHIIIITo

No. 17 Temple Place,

leansed.

Stationery of all Kinds.

AMES & MAKECHNIE,

Gents'

SPECIALTY.

No. 37 WEST STREET, BOSTON.

Foreign Novelties.

29 School Street.

BOSTON, U. S. A.
PRICE

LIST

FREE.

DOE, HUNNEWELL & CO,

ALFRED MUDGE & SON,

uroniture and Interior Decorations,
UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

Nos. 577 and 579 Washington Street,

Bookand Job Printers

IC.
R. IEWErLL.

BOSTON.

'H"UN

H. F. BUICCHSTEAD.

0. F. HOVEY & Co.

I
.;

Have a Full Line of

34 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON.

GEnCLCemen's PusRnI$mIn GooD$
33

slnmmqre
BOSTON.
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BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON.

TnIS school of industrial science was opened in February, 1865. The first class graduated in 1868.
The school is devoted to the teaching of science as applied to the various engineering professions. viz , civil,
mechanical, and mining engineering, as well as to architecture, chemistry, and natural history, physics and
electrical engineering, and metallurgy.
Besides the above distinctly professional courses, the Institute offers scientific courses of a less technical
character, designed to give students a preparation for business callings through the medium of a scientific

training.
Modern languages are taught so far as is needed for the ready and accurate reading of scientific
works and periodicals, and may at the option of the student be further pursued as a means of general.
training.
The constitutional and political history of England and the United States, political economy, and international law are taught, in a measure, to the students of all regular courses.
Applicants for admission to the Institute are examined in English grammar, geography, French, arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. A fuller statement of the requirements for admission will be found in the catalogue,
which will be sent'without charge on application.
A clear admission paper from any college of recognized character will be accepted as evidence of
preparation in place of an examination.
Graduates of colleges conferring degrees are presumed to have the necessary qualifications for entering
the third-year class in any of the regular courses of the Institute, and will be so admitted provisionally, on the
presentation of their diplomas.
The feature of instruction which has been most largely developed in the school is laboratory training,
shop-work and field practice, to supplement, to illustrate, and to emphasize the instruction of the recitation and
lecture room.
Surveying instruments are provided for field work in civil and topographical engineering. Shops fitted
up for the use of both hand and machine tools and a laboratory of steam engineering have been established as a
part of the instruction in mechanical engineering. The department of mining engineering and metallurgy has
the use of laboratories in which the milling and smelting of lead, copper, silver, and other ores, in economic
quantities, are regularly performed by the students themselves. The classes in architecture supplement the
work of the drawing and designing rooms by the examination of structures completed or in course of erection,
and by practical experiment in the laboratory of applied mechanics, testing thie strength of materials and
working out problems in construction. Extensive laboratories are provided for students in chemistry and in
natural history, as well as laboratories in physics and applied mechanics, for the use alike of special students in
these departments and of the students of the several regular courses.
'On the successful completion of any one of the four-year courses of the Institute, a degree of bachelor of
science will be conferred. The Institute is also empowered to confer the degree of doctor of science.
The Institute of Technology, as a recipient of a portion of the United States grant to colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts, gives instruction in military tactics.
The fee for tuition of students taking the full course is $200 a year. Besides this, $25 or $30 are
needed for books and instruments. There are no separate laboratory fees. Only payment for articles broken
is required.
Attached to the Institute are also two special schools, viz., the "School of Mechanic Arts ' and the
" Lowell School of Industrial Design." The former gives a training in the use of tools together with elementary mathematics and drawing. English, French, and geography are also taught in this school. The fees for
tuition are $150 a year. The Lowell School teaches the making of designs for prints, carpets, wall-papers,
laces, ginghams, and other woven goods. A weaving department with a variety of looms is connected with this
school. No charge for instruction is made.

FRANCIS A, VWALKER, President.
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Spring Styles of Finest Shoes,
.UNEXCELLED IN STYLE, QUALITY AND FIT,

SMALL

Ai

BROTHERS,

371 Washington Street, corner Bromfield,

TBAJDE..kl&RE.

KEEP'S SHIRTS.

--

BOSTOIJT.

--Scene, a street car. Old gen- ABRIAM FRENCH & CO.
tleman: " Will you stop the
car?" Conductor, who has been
lalughing to himself: "There's
been an old woman running after
the car for three blocks. I can't
POTTERY
stop the fun for the sake of let-ANDting you out."--Record.
Elderly philanthropist to small
$
boy, who is vainly striving to DUPLE,
X Lr A MI P S.
pull a door-bell above his reach:
"Let me help you, my little
ABRAM FRENCH & CO.,
man." [Pulls the bell.] Small
boy: "Now you had better ran, 89, 91 & 93 Franklin Street,
COR. DEVONSHIRIE.
or we'll both get a lickitg !"

The very best to measure.

Fine Chinas,

SIX FOR $9.00.
Best four-ply ]Linen Collars, 90c. per
half dozen.
Best four-ply Linen Cuffs, 25c. per pair.
Underwear, Neckwear, Umbrellas,
Gloves and all Furnishings the best,
and at the lowest prihes in the city.

a-

KEEP MANUFACTURING CO.
112 Tremont Street.

SS.

J.A

FAOING THE OOMIMON.

At Engelhardt's Restaurant,

Special Bargains in Carpets.

For Ladies and Gentlemen,
WIAY BE FOUND

Private Dinin[ Rooms,
For Large and Small Parties,
WITH A DAILY BILL OF FARE, AND

CAREFUL

SERVICE.

To make room for the alterations in our Store we shall close out a large line of CARPETS in our
Retail Department at the following low prices:1.75
WILTONS, damaged by water .......................................................
AXMINSTERS
.......................................................
1.50
ROYAL VELVETS ...................
............................................
11.50
.
5-lER AME BODY BRUSSELS ........................................................
1.25
TAPESTRIES .
.......
...........................................................
65 & 75 cts.
EXTRA SUJPEIRFINES.......................
.
..
....................i
7
4
ENGLISH SHEET OILS ..............................................................
$1.00

I

These goods are sold much under the retailpriees, and should be inspected by those thinking of
purchasing this season.
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JOHN & JAMES DOBSON,

I73 & I74 Tremont Street,
I

BOSTON.

525 & 527 Washlington
Street, Bostona.
, -
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DLs

147 Tremont Street,

U

r

(Corner/ West Street)

G. H.

BOSTON.

RITZ.

HASTINGS.

Elevator to the Atelier.

BRUNSWICK
BOSTON'S

GRAN DEST

U
I

Technology.
Beacon and Dartmouth Street and
all Back Bay Cars

U

U

E

U
BABIES & DUNKLEE,
Proprietors.
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THE

-

-OF

154 Tremont Street

AND DEALERS IN

PLACE

..

.

.

BOSTON.

THOMAS
Manufacturers and Retailers of

-

EJS,.
-

-

BOSTON,

283 Westmir;ster St., PROVIDENCE, R, 1.

Goods,

'heatrical

SCHOOL

BERLITZ

LA.NT-TUJA

Send for Circula'r.

.

POWER &

CO.

All the Leading Styles of

GENTLEMEN'S FINE BOOTS, SHOES GAITERS,
_S

10 SCHOOL STREET, 'BOSTON

.
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CURTIS & WELD,

AYWAR D

Church, and oppoUhurch, and oppo7
site Institute of

minutes.

.

12

U

pass the Hotel,for
either up or down
town, every three

HOTEL,
Near the Public
Garden, Common,
and Public Library,
Museum of Fine
Arts, New Old South, Trinity
(Phillips Bro' ks's).

N

e

Photographers to Class of '83.
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